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Abstract
Metagenomic sequencing techniques have made it possible to determine the composition of
bacterial microbiota of the human body. Clustering algorithms have been used to search for
core microbiota types in the vagina, but results have been inconsistent, possibly due to method-
ological differences. We performed an extensive comparison of six commonly-used clustering
algorithms and four distance metrics, using clinical data from 777 vaginal samples across 5
studies, and 36,000 synthetic datasets based on these clinical data. We found that centroid-
based clustering algorithms (K-means and Partitioning around Medoids), with Euclidean or
Manhattan distance metrics, performed well. They were best at correctly clustering and de-
termining the number of clusters in synthetic datasets and were also top performers for pre-
dicting vaginal pH and bacterial vaginosis by clustering clinical data. Hierarchical clustering
algorithms, particularly neighbour joining and average linkage, performed less well, failing
unequivocally on many datasets.
Keywords: vaginal microbiota, bacterial vaginosis, metagenomics, cluster analysis, distance
metric
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Human Microbiota
The human microbiome is an ecosystem of microbes that colonize the human body. These
microbes can be found throughout the organs of the body such as in the intestine and vagina,
and on the surface of the skin. They play significant roles in our metabolism, helping to di-
gest food and synthesize vitamins (Guarner and Malagelada, 2003), or protect the body from
infection (Gupta et al., 1998). The living elements of a microbiome are known as microbiota.
When referring to microbiota within this text we will specifically be referring to the bacterial
elements thereof.
Previous techniques for sequencing human microbiota have relied on culturing bacteria
before sequencing genetic information (Hugenholtz, 2002). This meant that bacteria which
did not survive in cultures were missed and results were biased towards bacteria that thrived in
cultures. More recent metagenomic techniques amplify genetic material directly from samples,
without the need for an intermediate culturing step, resulting in better representation of the
microbiota associated with a sample (Hugenholtz, 2002).
High-throughput sequencing methods, such as Illumina and 454 sequencing, are common
metagenomic methods (Pareek et al., 2011; Hall, 2007). They use a set of genes referred to as
16S rDNA as a sequencing target (Case et al., 2007). This set of genes is universal and highly
conserved among bacteria and codes for the 16S ribosomal RNA subunit, which forms part
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of the structure of bacterial ribosomes (Woese, 1987). 16S rDNA in the sample is amplified
and sequenced. Bacteria can be identified by matching their unique 16S rDNA sequences to a
reference database of bacterial genome sequences (Hugenholtz, 2002).
Terminal Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (T-RFLP) is a technique which can
be used to identify the bacteria in a sample by measuring the size of certain fragments of their
16S rDNA (Liu et al., 1997). 16S rDNA in a sample is amplified and tagged with a fluorescent
dye. Restriction enzymes are added to the solution. These are enzymes which cut DNA at a
specific sequence known as a restriction site. The chosen restriction sites are highly conserved
among most bacteria, but they occur at varying distances along the 16S gene. The result is
that each sequence is cut into a fragment whose size is characteristic of its parent bacteria (Liu
et al., 1997). The taxonomic identity of the bacteria can then be determined by comparing the
lengths of these fragments to a database.
The lengths of the fragments from a sample are determined by electrophoresis on agarose
gel. Occasionally, different bacteria produce similar length fragments when cut at a particular
restriction site. These bacteria can be distinguished by using multiple restriction enzymes
marked with different dyes in separate runs, and comparing the results using software (Liu
et al., 1997).
The results of both T-RFLP and high-throughput sequencing methods are absolute counts
for each operational taxonomic unit (OTU) identified in the sample. An OTU contains a group
of sequences which have been identified to a certain taxonomic level such as species or genus.
The level of taxonomic identification can differ throughout a dataset. The counts are normal-
ized to give an abundance profile, indicating the relative abundance of each OTU. In practice,
many sequences in a given sample will have no match in the reference database, resulting
in a certain proportion of unknown bacteria in each abundance profile (Hall, 2007). High-
throughput sequencing and T-RFLP have been used in the literature to produce abundance
profiles of microbiota in parts of the human body such as the gut (Arumugam et al., 2011),
vagina (Ravel et al., 2010; Hummelen et al., 2010; Martinez et al., 2009, 2008; Zhou et al.,
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2007), stomach (Bik et al., 2006), and mouth (Aas et al., 2005).
Vaginal microbiota are of particular interest to researchers because of the role they play in
women’s health. Healthy vaginal microbiota maintain an acidic pH level of around 4.5, which
can help prevent urinary tract infections (Gupta et al., 1998), as well as the transmission of
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) (Lai et al., 2009). The maintenance of this acidity is
generally attributed to the presence of lactic acid-producing bacteria in these biota (Boskey
et al., 2001).
Bacterial vaginosis (BV) is a common condition affecting about 30% of women world-
wide (Martinez et al., 2009). The condition causes unpleasant discharge and odour as well as
increased susceptibility to sexually transmitted infection (Fredricks et al., 2005). The relation-
ship between BV and vaginal microbiota has been studied by Ravel et al. (2010) who used
high-throughput 454 sequencing on 16S rRNA to profile the vaginal biota of 396 white, black,
Hispanic and Asian women living in North America. Five major community types were iden-
tified. Communities high in Lactobacillus bacteria were associated with healthy biota while
those dominated by other taxa, including Gardnerella and Atopobium were associated with BV.
Similar results were reported by Hummelen et al. (2010), who used high-throughput Illumina
sequencing to profile the vaginal biota of 132 HIV positive women in Tanzania. These authors
detected eight community types and identified Lactobacillus iners and Lactobacillus crispatus
as being associated with healthy biota while communities containing Gardnerella vaginalis
were associated with BV.
Racial differences in vaginal microbiota have been studied by Zhou et al. (2007) who pro-
filed the composition of vaginal biota in 144 North American Caucasian and black women
using T-RFLP. The authors identified 8 kinds of vaginal communities and found large dif-
ferences in the community compositions between the two racial groups, with Lactobacillus
dominated communities being rarer in black women. This difference in vaginal communities
was offered as a potential explanation for the increased susceptibility of black women to BV,
which is consistent with findings that communities dominated by lactobacilli are more resistant
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to BV (Ravel et al., 2010; Hummelen et al., 2010).
A similar study by Zhou et al. (2010) examined the abundance profiles of 73 Japanese
women using T-RFLP. Seven community types were identified, all of which were similar to
those found in black and white women in the previous study. Japanese women were more
likely than black women to have biota dominated by lactobacilli and were more resistant to
BV, supporting the vaginal community explanation for racial difference in BV susceptibility.
The researchers cited genetic differences in immune function which affect the composition of
the microbiota, as noted by Dethlefsen et al. (1987). However, for both articles (Zhou et al.,
2007, 2010) each racial group studied was represented for each vaginal community type. This
suggests that while race and genetics play primary roles in determining the biota of an individ-
ual, the same community types are shared across several geographic regions. The similarity
of these data supports the validity of combining and comparing data between studies, which
could potentially offer new insights.
1.2 Clustering
Clustering algorithms are a set of tools that are commonly used to analyze microbiota. They
aggregate abundance profiles into groups with similar bacterial compositions. An abundance
profile can be visualized as a point on a simplex with dimensionality equal to the total number
of unique OTUs identified. Profiles with similar bacterial compositions are close to each other
in the space of this simplex.
A wide variety of clustering algorithms exist for handling a large range of data types. Clus-
tering of abundance profiles has to date mostly involved the use of hierarchical clustering algo-
rithms (Ravel et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2010; Hummelen et al., 2010), although centroid-based
methods have been used as well (Arumugam et al., 2011). Hierarchical methods are probably
the most familiar to researchers in the field because of their frequent application in the construc-
tion of phylogenies. Each data point is treated as a separate cluster, and the two closest clusters
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are joined. This is repeated until the desired number of clusters is produced. Centroid-based
methods place a number of centroids in a dataset and assign each data point to the cluster as-
sociated with the closest centroid. The positions of the centroids are chosen to minimize some
objective function, such as the sum of the squared distances from each data point to its centroid.
Studies of the vaginal microbiome have used hierarchical algorithms rather than centroid-
based techniques. Algorithms used in the literature include Ward’s method (Zhou et al., 2010),
UPGMA (unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean, also called average linkage
clustering) (Zhou et al., 2007), complete linkage clustering (Ravel et al., 2010), and neighbour
joining (Hummelen et al., 2010). A study of gut microbiota (Arumugam et al., 2011) used
Partitioning around Medoids (PAM), a centroid-based algorithm.
UPGMA clustering (Sokal and Michener, 1958) determines the closest clusters by measur-
ing the distance between every pairwise combination of points in the two clusters, and aver-
aging. The two clusters with the smallest average distance are combined. Complete linkage
clustering (Sorensen, 1948) instead measures the distance between two clusters by choosing
one data point from each cluster such that the distance between the two points is maximized.
Neighbour joining (Saitou and Nei, 1987) calculates a value between two clusters, i and j as,
D(i, j) = (n − 2)d(i, j) −
n∑
k=1
d(i, k) −
n∑
k=1
d( j, k), (1.1)
where d(i, j) is the distance between the two clusters if they are single points, or is defined
below in Equation (1.2) for clusters formed by combination at earlier steps, and n is the current
number of clusters. This value is computed for each pair of clusters to produce the matrix D.
Clusters a and b are then combined if D(a, b) is the minimal non-diagonal entry of D. The first
term on the right side of Equation (1.1) causes clusters farther from each other to be less likely
to be combined. The next two terms cause clusters distant from the majority of the dataset to
be more likely to be combined. Each time a new cluster, c is created by joining two clusters a
and b, the distance from c to a given cluster k is defined,
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d(c, k) = d(a, k) + d(b, k) − d(a, b)
2
. (1.2)
This distance is calculated for all remaining clusters k , c after each combination step so
that the matrix D can be calculated according to Equation (1.1) in the next step.
Ward’s method (Ward, 1963) considers each possible ‘next step’ of combined clusters. For
each, it calculates the sum of the squared distances (S S D) from the each data point, j, to the
center (mean) of its cluster, m j. For a dataset with N abundance profiles this is expressed as,
S S D =
N∑
j=1
d( j, m j)2. (1.3)
At each step, Ward’s method combines the two clusters which will reduce the SSD of the
dataset by the greatest amount.
Centroid-based methods place a set of K centroids in the space of a dataset to produce an
aggregation of K clusters. They assign each data point to the cluster associated with the closest
centroid, and calculate the S S D from each data point, j, to its cluster centroid c j, using the
same calculation as in Equation (1.3) while replacing m j by c j. The solution when using the
K-means (Lloyd, 1982) and PAM (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990) clustering algorithms is the
placement of centroids which minimizes this S S D. While there is a single optimal solution to
these clustering results, calculating it directly is computationally complex (MacQueen, 1967).
Instead, heuristic algorithms which randomly place the initial centroids and recursively move
them through the space of the dataset are used. Each step moves a single centroid so that the
S S D of the system is reduced, and the algorithm ends when the S S D cannot be reduced in a
further step (MacQueen, 1967). K-means clustering (Lloyd, 1982) moves the centroids through
continuous space while PAM (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990) moves them only into positions
occupied by data points.
The heuristic algorithms used to solve K-means and PAM clustering are non-deterministic.
If they find a local minimum, a solution which cannot lower its S S D through one centroid
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movement step, they will return it as the solution to the clustering problem even if it is not
the absolute minimum solution (MacQueen, 1967). To achieve a result close to the absolute
minimum, several runs of the clustering algorithm are typically used, each with a different
random initial placement of centroids. The run which produces the lowest S S D is taken as the
best solution.
When a clustering algorithm is used, a distance metric must be chosen to define the distance
between two points in the space of a dataset. The most familiar distance metric is Euclidean
distance, which defines the distance between two vectors, v and u, using a generalization of the
Pythagorean Theorem,
Euclidean distance (v, u) =
√
(v − u) · (v − u). (1.4)
The Euclidean distance metric has been used for clustering in research on the microbiota
of the human gut (Arumugam et al., 2011) and vagina (Zhou et al., 2007). Similar distance
metrics include Manhattan distance, which defines the distance between two points as the sum
of the difference in position along each axis, similar to a measure of distance for a trip along
city streets which form a grid. For vectors v and u in n dimensions it uses the formula
Manhattan distance (v, u) =
n∑
i=1
|vi − ui| . (1.5)
Distances can also be defined by the angle between two vectors. If the angle between v and
u is θ, then the cosine distance between the vectors is defined as,
Cosine Distance (v, u) = 1 − cos (θ). (1.6)
This distance metric has been used for clustering in research of the microbiota of the human
vagina (Hummelen et al., 2010). Finally we consider a distance metric based on the Pearson
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Correlation between the elements of two vectors, Correlation (v, u),
Correlation Distance (v, u) = 1 − Correlation (v, u), (1.7)
which has also been used in research clustering human vaginal microbiota (Zhou et al., 2010).
Cluster optimization is the practice of determining the number of clusters in a real dataset.
Clustering algorithms produce a number of clusters determined a priori by the investigator.
There are several objective techniques that can be used to select a number of clusters to pro-
duce from a real dataset. Research on vaginal microbiota has used objective methods such as
the Pseudo-F index of Calinski and Harabasz (1974) in some studies (Zhou et al., 2007, 2010)
while others have not indicated the methods of optimization used (Ravel et al., 2010; Humme-
len et al., 2010). This issue has been studied in detail by Abdo et al. (2006), who recommended
three objective techniques for cluster optimization of abundance profile data. Of these three we
use the Pseudo-F index of Calinski and Harabasz (1974). This technique requires the user to
create a large range of numbers of clusters, and produces a score for each aggregation which
indicates how well the spatial variance is explained with as few clusters as possible (Calinski
and Harabasz, 1974). The user keeps the aggregation with the highest score.
High-dimensional data can cause clustering algorithms to fail to produce meaningful re-
sults. This ‘curse of dimensionality’ occurs when data points are distributed over a space
with a very large number of dimensions. The distance between any two points in a space will
increase with the number of dimensions and the distance between two clusters which differ
in only a few dimensions becomes relatively small (Steinbach et al., 2003). This obfuscates
clusters in the data and many clustering algorithms will not properly detect them (Aggarwal
et al., 1999). Solutions include using feature selection to remove noisy dimensions from the
data before clustering, or employing clustering algorithms that project clusters into the relevant
dimensions (Aggarwal et al., 1999).
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is often used with high dimensional data to reduce
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dimensionality and group correlated variables, and is often applied to data before clustering
(Ding and He, 2004). It is useful for removing noise from data and has been shown to improve
the performance of the K-means clustering algorithm on some datasets, helping to find solu-
tions that are closer to optimal (Ding and He, 2004). Pre-treatment of data with PCA has been
used in one study of human gut microbiota which was then clustered using PAM (Arumugam
et al., 2011).
In summary, to cluster a set of data, a clustering technique and distance metric must first be
chosen. The number of clusters can then be determined using an optimization technique. The
data may or may not be pre-treated with techniques such as PCA.
1.3 Our Contribution
As the tools of microbiome analysis improve and a growing amount of research examines the
composition of the human vaginal microbiome, it is clear that using effective data analysis
techniques is of increasing importance. Many studies of the human microbiome use cluster
analysis to group similar abundance profiles, including several studies of vaginal microbiota
(Zhou et al., 2010, 2007; Ravel et al., 2010; Hummelen et al., 2010) and a landmark study
investigating microbiota of the human gut (Arumugam et al., 2011). Clustering is used to
group subjects with similar abundance profile composition. In the gut microbiota study by
Arumugam et al. (2011) the investigators found three clusters which they called enterotypes.
Similar efforts with vaginal microbiota have yielded as few as five (Ravel et al., 2010) or as
many as 12 (Zhou et al., 2007) clusters, as shown on Table 1.1. This research has relied on a
variety of methodologies, including differences in clustering algorithms, distance metrics, and
cluster optimization. Our goal is to recommend a single, consistent technique for the treatment
of these data.
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Table 1.1: Summary of previous studies clustering vaginal microbiota.
Study # Sequencing Cluster Technique, Cluster #
Profiles Technique Distance Metric Optimization Clusters
Zhou et al. 144 T-RFLP UPGMA, Calinski- 12
2007 Euclidean Harabasz
Zhou et al. 73 T-RFLP Ward’s Method, Calinski- 9
2010 Correlation Harabasz
Ravel et al. 396 High-through Complete Linkage, Not 5
2010 (454) Euclidean Declared
Hummelen 132 High-through Neighbour joining, Not 8
et al. 2010 (Illumina) Cosine Declared
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Our primary objective is to find a data analysis technique that groups patients into bio-
logically relevant clusters. For example, several studies of vaginal microbiota have had an
emphasis on subjects with BV (Martinez et al., 2008; Hummelen et al., 2010; Ravel et al.,
2010). A tool that consistently clusters subjects into groups which are predictive of BV status
would be useful. Similarly, the clusters we find should be able to predict vaginal pH, which is
an indicator of vaginal health (Gupta et al., 1998).
We prefer to recommend techniques that are easy to execute and interpret. For this reason
we focus on clustering techniques that are widely available in software packages such as R and
Matlab, and can be carried out quickly on large datasets using personal computers. We focus
on sharp clustering techniques, which assign patients definitively to clusters on a one-to-one
basis, because such classifications are convenient to work with for both mathematicians and
biologists.
We use data collected in five clinical studies of vaginal microbiota in Tanzania, Brazil
and Canada, totalling 777 abundance profiles. These data included women with a variety of
health conditions such as HIV (Hummelen et al., 2010), BV or Vulvovaginal candidiasis (VVC)
(Martinez et al., 2009), as well as post-menopausal women (Hummelen et al., 2011), pregnant
women (unpublished data) and women suffering from toxin shock (unpublished data).
The abundance profile data that we studied had 260 unique OTUs (dimensions) but only
a few of these OTUs composed a large proportion of any abundance profiles, hence the data
were only widely distributed over the space of a few dimensions. Other papers in the litera-
ture report similar distributions in abundance profile data (Ravel et al., 2010; Martinez et al.,
2008). Preliminary trials with these data indicated that basic clustering techniques used for low
dimensional data, such as K-means, could produce meaningful clustering results. For this rea-
son our investigation did not focus on clustering techniques designed to treat high-dimensional
data, which are most useful where basic clustering algorithms fail and when data are widely
distributed over many dimensions (Aggarwal et al., 1999). Figure 1.1 shows the distribution of
the data we used for the six most common OTUs.
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Figure 1.1: Proportion of biota composed by the six most common OTUs for 777 abundance
profiles. Note that the first three OTUs are dominant while other OTUs compose a much
smaller proportion of the biota. Data points have been separated into three differently col-
ored clusters dominated by the three most common OTUs for visualization using the K-means
technique.
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PCA has been used in the literature to treat abundance profile data before clustering (Aru-
mugam et al., 2011) and has been shown to improve the performance of K-means in some cases
(Ding and He, 2004). Preliminary tests on our clinical data showed that for the pooled set of
777 abundance profiles, the clustering result for K-means with 10 replicates was identical with
or without the application of PCA to the data. We chose not pre-treat our data with PCA before
clustering because it did not have an impact on results, and to reduce the complexity of our
data analyses.
Ultimately we tested six clustering algorithms and four distance metrics. We tested the UP-
GMA, Ward’s method, neighbour joining and complete linkage hierarchical clustering algo-
rithms, and the K-means and PAM centroid-based clustering methods. We used the Euclidean,
Manhattan, cosine and correlation distance metrics. Clustering requires a choice of algorithm
and distance metric, giving us a total of 24 algorithm-metric combinations which we refer to
as processes.
We generated 36,000 synthetic abundance profiles based on our clinical data. Frequency
distributions for OTUs in the real data tended to be single peaked within clusters but some
were double peaked over the entire dataset (examples can be seen in Figures 1.2 to 1.4). We
chose to use the beta distribution to generate these data. The beta distribution has two positive
parameters, α and β, and generates a value from 0 to 1. It can generate single peaked distribu-
tions which form a ‘hump’ similar to a Gaussian, or are monotonically decreasing or increasing
with a peak at 0 or 1 respectively, similar to an exponential distribution. It can also generate
double peaked distributions which tend towards values of 0 and 1. Figure 1.5 shows example
probability density functions (PDFs) for the beta distribution.
We found that the single peaked beta distributions emulated common OTUs well, as was
the case in Figure 1.3. They emulated rare OTUs like that in Figure 1.2 well when they took on
an exponential-like shape with a maximum at 0. For OTUs which had frequency distributions
with two peaks, a double peaked beta distribution was effective as shown in Figure 1.4.
We fit beta distributions to the proportion values for each OTU over the 777 abundance
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profiles. We fit these distributions to each OTU over the dataset as a whole to generate noise.
We also partitioned our dataset into three clusters using K-means and fit beta distributions for
each OTU within the separate clusters. These three sets of distributions were used to generate
clustered data. Figures 1.2 to 1.4 show the frequency distributions for some OTUs in real data,
and compares them to the distributions for synthetic OTUs which were based on them. For
additional details on the production of synthetic data see the Methods section in the following
chapter.
We tested which processes were best at determining the true number of clusters, and cor-
rectly clustering these synthetic data. For our clinical data, we tested which processes were
most predictive of a subject’s BV status and vaginal pH level.
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Figure 1.2: Proportion of biota composed by a rare OTU over all profiles
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Figure 1.4: Proportion of biota composed by L. crispatus over all profiles
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Chapter 2
Optimal clustering techniques for vaginal
microbiota
2.1 Introduction
In the last decade, interest in the bacterial populations (microbiota) of the human body has been
growing. Advances in metagenomic sequencing techniques have made possible the collection
of the rich datasets needed to characterize the composition of these populations. For example,
recent efforts have been made to characterize microbiota within the human gut (Arumugam
et al., 2011); similar efforts have also been directed toward the characterization of microbiota
of the stomach (Bik et al., 2006) and oral cavity (Aas et al., 2005). Vaginal microbiota have
been a focus of particular recent interest (Ravel et al., 2010; Hummelen et al., 2010; Martinez
et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2007, 2010).
2.1.1 Composition of Microbiota
Modern metagenomic sequencing techniques amplify bacterial genetic elements directly from
a sample (Hugenholtz, 2002), such as a faecal sample or vaginal swab. Two common metage-
nomic techniques that identify the bacterial compositions of biota are high-throughput sequenc-
ing, and Terminal Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (T-RFLP). High-throughput
techniques copy and sequence a highly conserved, universal gene. These are then identified
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by comparison to a database of previously sequenced bacterial genomes (Hugenholtz, 2002).
In T-RFLP, DNA is cut at common, highly conserved sites and the lengths of the resulting
fragments are measured. They are then identified by comparison to a database of previously
cut bacterial genomes (Liu et al., 1997). For both techniques, the result is an absolute count of
the number of reads for each operational taxonomic unit (OTU) in the sample. The counts are
normalized giving an abundance profile indicating the proportion of each OTU in the sample.
An abundance profile can be represented as a point on a simplex whose dimensionality is
equal to the total number of unique OTUs detected over all samples. To reduce dimensionality
and improve understanding, a clustering algorithm is typically applied to these data. Clustering
is used to group points that are close to each other on the simplex so as to identify samples
composed of similar bacterial OTUs. The objective is to categorize subjects in ways that are
interesting or useful, for example, to identify if a set of core types (clusters) dominate the biota,
and how they relate to the health of the subject (Ravel et al., 2010). Similar attempts have been
made with gut microbiota, for which one study found 3 core types (Arumugam et al., 2011).
Results in clustering vaginal microbiota have been inconsistent, identifying as few as 5 (Ravel
et al., 2010), or as many as 12 (Zhou et al., 2007) clusters in the data. However, since an
established method for clustering and analysis of abundance profile data has yet to emerge,
methodological differences could underlie these inconsistencies.
2.1.2 Clustering
Two broad categories of clustering algorithms have been applied to abundance profile data
to date: hierarchical and centroid-based. Hierarchical methods treat each data point as an
individual cluster and recursively combine the closest ones until the desired number of clusters
is reached. Centroid-based methods place one centroid in the data space for each desired
cluster. Each data point is then assigned to the cluster corresponding to the closest centroid.
The centroids are recursively moved to minimize some objective function, such as the sum of
squared distances between each data point and its cluster centroid. These steps repeat until the
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objective function cannot be lowered by another step.
Because finding the optimal solution for a centroid-based method is computationally ex-
pensive, a heuristic algorithm is used, making the outcome non-deterministic. The outcome
can depend on the initial, random placements of centroids in the dataset, and a single run of
the algorithm might find a local minimum of the objective function, rather than the global min-
imum. To minimize this effect it is common practice to use multiple runs of the algorithm and
take the result which minimizes the objective function.
To date, studies of the vaginal microbiome have used hierarchical algorithms such as
Ward’s method (Zhou et al., 2010), UPGMA (unweighted pair group method with arithmetic
mean, also called average linkage clustering) (Zhou et al., 2007), complete linkage clustering
(Ravel et al., 2010), and neighbour joining trees (Hummelen et al., 2010), while the gut mi-
crobiota study (Arumugam et al., 2011) used Partitioning around Medoids (PAM), a centroid-
based algorithm.
In addition to these algorithmic differences, the distance metric, the measure used by the
algorithm to define the distance between two data points, also varies widely. Euclidean distance
is the familiar metric used in everyday measurement of distance. It has been used to cluster
gut microbiota (Arumugam et al., 2011). Angular distance measures the angle between two
points from the origin. Correlation distance takes each point in its vector form and measures
the correlation between the elements of the two vectors. Two points on a simplex that are not
equal will always have a non-zero angular and correlation distance between them. Studies of
vaginal microbiota have used Euclidean distance (Ravel et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2007), angular
distance (Hummelen et al., 2010) and correlation distance (Zhou et al., 2010).
A final methodological issue in clustering abundance profile data is to determine the op-
timal number of clusters. Most clustering algorithms take as input a dataset and an integer
number of desired clusters and give as output a partitioning of that dataset into the same num-
ber of clusters. The number of clusters must be chosen a priori even though the true number of
clusters in the dataset is likely unknown or not defined. The general solution to this problem is
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to repeat the clustering algorithm for a large range of numbers of clusters and choose the best
result. The best result can be chosen subjectively, or through a variety of objective methods
which optimize a function, usually by finding a partitioning that best explains the spatial vari-
ance of the data with as few clusters as possible. Abdo et al. (2006) have already addressed
this issue in some detail, suggesting three algorithms that can be used to determine the optimal
number of clusters in abundance profile data.
2.1.3 Our Contribution
The vaginal microbiome plays an important role in women’s health. Bacterial vaginosis (BV)
is a common condition affecting about 30% of women worldwide and is strongly linked to
compositional changes in the subject’s vaginal microbiota (Martinez et al., 2009). Microbiota
also play a role in the resistance to yeast infections, HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus)
and other sexually transmitted infections (Ravel et al., 2010). To better understand the rich
datasets currently becoming available, establishing a consistent, well-studied methodology for
the clustering and analysis of microbiota data is clearly necessary.
Here, we test 24 combinations of clustering algorithms and distance metrics to find which
provide the most meaningful analyses of abundance profile datasets. We use data collected
in five clinical studies of vaginal microbiota in Tanzania, Brazil and Canada, totalling 777
abundance profiles, each characterized by 260 OTUs. We generate 36,000 synthetic data sets
with known clusters based on these clinical data. We use these synthetic data to test which
combinations are best at correctly determining the number of clusters in a dataset, and best at
assigning abundance profiles to the correct clusters. We then determine which combinations
are best at partitioning the clinical data in ways that are predictive of clinical measures.
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2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Clustering
We tested two centroid-based clustering algorithms and four hierarchical clustering algorithms.
The hierarchical algorithms we tested were UPGMA, neighbour joining, Ward’s method and
complete linkage clustering. Complete linkage and UPGMA both measure the distance be-
tween two clusters to determine which two are closest. For clusters containing multiple points,
UPGMA uses the average pairwise distance between all combinations of points in the two clus-
ters (Sokal and Michener, 1958), while complete linkage uses the greatest distance between any
two points in the clusters (Sorensen, 1948). Neighbour joining uses a special distance calcula-
tion, which incorporates the distance between the two clusters, but also applies a term which
favours linking clusters far from the center of the dataset (Saitou and Nei, 1987). Finally,
Ward’s method calculates the sum of the squared distance from each point to the mean position
of the cluster it belongs to and connects the two clusters which minimize the sum of squared
distances in the next step (Ward, 1963).
The centroid-based algorithms we tested the K-means and PAM. Both algorithms attempt
to minimize the sum of squared distances from the data points to the centroids. K-means recur-
sively moves the centroids through continuous space (Lloyd, 1982), while for PAM only the
positions of data points qualify as potential positions for centroids (Kaufman and Rousseeuw,
1990). For both algorithms the centroid movement steps repeat until the sum of squared dis-
tances cannot be lowered in the next step.
To mitigate the issue of centroid-based methods finding local minima, we used 10 runs with
K-means and 15 with PAM and selected the result with the lowest sum of squared distances.
These numbers of runs were selected to consistently produce good clusterings (based on initial
observations using up to 50 runs) while minimizing computational load.
We also tested four distance metrics: Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance (also called
city block distance), cosine distance and correlation distance. Euclidean and Manhattan dis-
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tance are simple distance metrics that use the following formulas to give the distance between
two points in n-dimensional space with vector positions v and u,
Euclidean distance (v, u) =
√
(v − u) · (v − u), (2.1)
Manhattan distance (v, u) =
n∑
i=1
|ui − vi| . (2.2)
The cosine distance between two points grows as the angle between them increases, measured
from the origin. It is given as
Cosine Distance (v, u) = 1 − cos (θ), (2.3)
where θ is the angle between v and u. Finally, the correlation distance between two points
grows as the correlation between the elements of those points shrinks. It is measured,
Correlation Distance (v, u) = 1 − Correlation (v, u). (2.4)
Each clustering algorithm and distance metric can be combined into a metric/algorithm
combination which we will refer to as a process. We tested four distance metrics and six
algorithms, giving a total of 24 processes.
2.2.2 Synthetic Data
To produce synthetic data, we first grouped subjects in the clinical data into 2 to 12 clusters
using K-means clustering with Euclidean distance, and used the technique of Calinski and
Harabasz (1974) to determine the optimal number of clusters. This yielded 3 clusters which
we used as a basis for generating our synthetic data. Each of the three clusters emphasized a
single dominant OTU which composed between 20% and 80% of the microbiota, while other
OTUs composed less than 40% of the biota and were often much rarer. Within each cluster,
we used maximum likelihood estimates (Hahn and Shapiro, 1994) to fit beta distributions to
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the abundance values of all subjects for each OTU. This gave three sets of Cluster Parameters,
each consisting of 260 beta distributions corresponding to the 260 OTUs. A fourth set of beta
distributions was fitted to each OTU in the entire unclustered dataset. This set was called the
Noise Parameters.
A set of synthetic data contained K clusters and N subjects. To generate a synthetic cluster,
we selected one of the three sets of cluster parameters (randomly, with replacement) on which
the cluster would be based. Each subject in a synthetic cluster had an abundance profile based
on their cluster’s respective cluster parameters. The nth OTU was always the most common for
the nth synthetic cluster. We accomplished this by switching the nth beta distribution with the
beta distribution having the highest mean in the chosen set of cluster parameters. For example,
to generate the fourth cluster in a synthetic dataset we would randomly select one set of cluster
parameters. The beta distribution for the most common OTU in that set of cluster parameters
would be switched with the beta distribution for the fourth OTU, so that the fourth synthetic
cluster would have high amounts of OTU four. This was done so that any number of unique
synthetic clusters could be drawn from three sets of cluster parameters. To produce a synthetic
abundance profile within a cluster, the value for each OTU was drawn from the corresponding
beta distribution in the appropriate set of cluster parameters. This gave each of the 260 OTUs a
value between 0 and 1. The profile was then normalized to sum to 1. We assigned 2N3 subjects
to clusters, yielding 2N3K per cluster. Finally,
N
3 of the subjects were assigned to the Noise Group.
Abundance profiles for the Noise Group were drawn from the noise parameters. Synthetic
datasets were produced with N = 20, 50, 200 or 500 subjects, and with K = 2 to 9 clusters. We
produced 500 replicates for each combination.
For a side-by-side comparison of abundance for several OTUs in real and synthetic data,
see section A.2.7.
We used the synthetic datasets to test which processes were best at determining the true
number of clusters in a dataset. Each process was used to produce aggregations of 1 to 15
clusters on every synthetic dataset. The optimal number of clusters was determined using the
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Pseudo-F method proposed by Calinski and Harabasz (1974), as recommended by Abdo et al.
(2006). A trial was considered successful if the optimal number of clusters was equal to the
true number of clusters, or the true number of clusters plus one (allowing for the identification
of noise data as a separate cluster).
We also used the synthetic datasets to test which processes were best at assigning subjects
to the correct clusters. To do this, we used each process to create an aggregation for the true
number of clusters. We then determined the conditional entropy of the true clusters given the
found clusters, H(T |F) using Shannon Entropy (Shannon, 1948). In order to produce a more
intuitive measure of entropy, and allow comparison of results, we converted this value into the
proportion of entropy explained by the clustering result, PE, which we defined as
PE =
H(T ) − H(T |F)
H(T ) , (2.5)
where H(T ) is the entropy of the true clusters alone. A higher value for PE indicates a better
clustering result. A result of PE = 1 indicates that every point was assigned to the correct
cluster, and a result of PE ≈ 0 indicates a highly random clustering containing little or no
information. Note that in this calculation, the synthetic data points in the Noise Group were
omitted, so as not to reward or punish an algorithm for how it classified the noise data.
We repeated the above procedures using a set of Hard Cluster Parameters designed to
produce clusters with more overlap to determine which processes were best for less easily
clustered datasets (see section A.1.1). We also produced an alternate set of cluster parameters
based on clusters found with complete linkage clustering rather than K-means. Using these
parameters we generated new synthetic datasets and tested each clustering algorithm with Eu-
clidean distance. This was used as a control to ensure that the algorithm used to generate the
cluster parameters would not bias the results. In total we generated and tested 36,000 synthetic
datasets.
We compared the PE results from the clustering algorithms we used to a control PE result
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obtained by clustering the same data randomly. The random clustering algorithm assigned data
points independently to each of the N clusters with probability 1N .
2.2.3 Clinical Data
We used data from five clinical studies. This included data from women with HIV from Tan-
zania (Hummelen et al., 2010) and women with or without BV and with or without yeast
infections from Brazil (Martinez et al., 2009), as well as post-menopausal women (Hummelen
et al., 2011), pregnant women (unpublished data) and women suffering from toxin shock (un-
published data) in Canada. Abundance profile data as well as a clinical diagnosis for BV was
available for all women in these studies, and a measure of vaginal pH was available in some
studies. Vaginal pH is relevant to women’s health and a higher pH is associated with BV (Zhou
et al., 2007). We evaluated the conditional entropy of the pH (increments of 0.5 from 3.5 to
8.5) given the clusters found. We also evaluated the conditional entropy of each subject’s BV
status (normal, intermediate, and BV) given the clusters found. Sufficient data concerning pH
was recorded for 344 of the abundance profiles and sufficient data concerning BV was recorded
for 668 of the abundance profiles.
We tested each process for K = 2 to 9 clusters. We determined the conditional entropy of
the vaginal pH and BV status given the found clusters, H(BV |F) and H(pH|F). BV status was
determined using the Nugent Criteria (Nugent et al., 1990). Similar to our treatment of entropy
with synthetic data, we converted this value into the proportion of entropy explained by the
clustering result, which is defined as
PEBV =
(H(BV) − H(BV |F))
H(BV) for BV data and, (2.6)
PEpH =
(H(pH) − H(pH|F))
H(pH) for pH data, (2.7)
where H(pH) and H(BV) are the entropies of the BV and pH labels respectively. Again,
the values for PEBV and PEpH are between 0 and 1, where a higher value indicates a better
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explanation of the clinical criteria through clustering. We tested the combined dataset from all
5 studies. We also tested the five studies with sufficient data on BV status and the two studies
with sufficient data on pH status individually. We used bootstrapping to find a 95% confidence
interval for our PE values (see section A.1.2).
2.2.4 Software
All of the algorithms we tested are available in version 7.12.0 of Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc.).
To perform K-means and neighbour joining clustering, we used kmeans.m and seqneighjoin.m
respectively. To perform UPGMA, complete linkage and Ward’s method we used linkage.m.
To perform PAM clustering we used kmedoids.m available on the Matlab file exchange
(http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/28860-kmedioids
/content/kmedioids.m).
Optimization of clustered results was carried out using the Cluster Validity Analysis Platform
available on the Matlab file exchange
(http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/14620).
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Synthetic Data
Figure 2.1 shows how well each process assigned synthetic data points to the correct cluster, in-
dicating the PE for each process. Euclidean distance worked best with UPGMA and PAM, and
Manhattan distance was best with K-means, Ward’s method and neighbour joining. No single
distance metric was clearly best for complete linkage clustering, though correlation distance
did well. The results did not conflict for smaller sample sizes (Figures A.4 to A.6). All pro-
cesses performed better than random clusters used as a control, which yielded a PE of 0.05 or
less for synthetic datasets with 500 abundance profiles and 2 to 9 clusters (results not shown).
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Figure 2.1: Performance of each process on synthetic datasets of 500 abundance profiles with 2
to 9 true clusters. The PE is plotted against the number of synthetic clusters in the dataset. Lines
are solid for Euclidean distance, dotted for cosine distance, dashed for correlation distance,
and dot-dashed for Manhattan distance. Lines are blue for K-means, green for PAM, purple for
Ward’s method, red for UPGMA, black for complete linkage, and cyan for neighbour joining.
Error bars show one standard error of the mean and are staggered on the x-axis for visibility.
Figure 2.2 compares each clustering algorithm using Euclidean distance. K-means and
PAM outperformed the other clustering algorithms with few exceptions for between 2 and 9
clusters. Neither of K-means and PAM consistently outperformed the other. Ward’s, UPGMA
and complete linkage clustering performed moderately well. Neighbour joining performed
very poorly.
When synthetic datasets with closer, less contrasted clusters were drawn from our hard
cluster parameters, the results did not contradict the above findings. The same distance metrics
were optimal for each clustering algorithm (Figures A.7 to A.10) and K-means with Manhattan
distances was the best performing process; it was similar to PAM and Ward’s for few clusters
and superior with 6 or more clusters (Figure A.11). There was also almost no difference in the
results for synthetic data based on cluster parameters found using complete linkage clustering
instead of K-means (Figure A.12).
K-means and PAM were also best at determining the number of true clusters Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.2: Performance of each clustering algorithm using its best distance metric on synthetic
datasets of 500 compositional profiles with 2 to 9 true clusters. The PE is plotted against the
number of synthetic clusters in the data set. PE Values for neighbour joining at 3 to 9 clusters
are below 0.6. Lines are solid for Euclidean distance, dotted for cosine distance, dashed for
correlation distance, and dot-dashed for Manhattan distance. Lines are blue for K-means, green
for PAM, purple for Ward’s method, red for UPGMA, black for complete linkage, and cyan for
neighbour joining.
These results were consistent for between 3 and 7 true clusters. UPGMA, Ward’s method
and complete linkage performed similarly over any number of clusters; neighbour joining per-
formed the most poorly. We compare Euclidean distances in Figure 2.3 below because it per-
forms well and consistently between clustering algorithms. Results for all distance metrics can
be seen in Figure A.13. No single distance metric outperformed all others for any algorithm,
although cosine distance was consistently a top performer.
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Figure 2.3: Performance of each clustering algorithm with Euclidean distance on synthetic
datasets of 500 abundance profiles with 2 to 9 true clusters. Each clustering algorithm gave
from 2 to 12 clusters for each dataset. The optimal number of clusters was found determined
using the technique of Calinski and Harabasz (1974). The proportion of trials identifying the
correct number of clusters is plotted against the number of synthetic clusters in the dataset. PE
Values for neighbour joining at 3 to 9 clusters are below 0.2. Lines are blue for K-means, green
for PAM, purple for Ward’s method, red for UPGMA, black for complete linkage, and cyan for
neighbour joining.
2.3.2 Clinical Data
Figure 2.4 shows that K-means, PAM, Ward’s method and complete linkage performed sim-
ilarly for explaining the BV status entropy in the pooled dataset of 668 abundance profiles
from 5 studies for which information on subjects’ BV statuses were available. Neighbour join-
ing was inferior to these methods, and UPGMA clustering was inferior to neighbour joining.
Neighbour joining also performed poorly on the Brazil BV and Canadian toxin shock datasets
alone. For simplicity we have shown only the results for Euclidean distance as it was consis-
tently one of the top performing distance metrics. The results for all distance metrics are given
on Figures A.14 to A.19, although they did not differ by much. Over these datasets UPGMA
and neighbour joining performed very poorly at least once for each distance metric.
Figure 2.5 shows that UPGMA performed poorly for explaining the pH value entropy in
the pooled dataset of 344 abundance profiles from 2 studies for which information on subject’s
pH values was available. PAM, K-means, Ward’s method and complete linkage performed
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Figure 2.4: Performance of each clustering algorithm with Euclidean distance on clinical data
with 2 to 9 clusters. The PE of the subject’s BV status is plotted against the number of a priori
clusters the algorithm was asked to find. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals obtained
by bootstrapping over 10,000 replicates, and are staggered on the x-axis for visibility. Lines
are blue for K-means, green for PAM, purple for Ward’s method, red for UPGMA, black for
complete linkage, and cyan for neighbour joining.
similarly well to each other. Neighbour joining was consistently but not significantly worse
than these four algorithms. When data from the studies were not pooled, there was insufficient
power to distinguish the performance of the algorithms. As with the BV data above we have
shown only the results for Euclidean distance here, and the results for all distance metrics are
given on Figures A.20 to A.22. The results did not differ much by distance metric. Again,
UPGMA and neighbour joining performed very poorly at least once for each distance metric.
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Figure 2.5: Performance of each clustering algorithm with Euclidean distance on clinical data
with 2 to 9 clusters. The PE of the pH values is plotted against the number of a priori clusters
the algorithm was asked to find. Error bars show a 95% confidence interval obtained by boot-
strapping over 10,000 replicates, and are staggered on the x-axis for visibility. Lines are blue
for K-means, green for PAM, purple for Ward’s method, red for UPGMA, black for complete
linkage, and cyan for neighbour joining.
2.4 Discussion
K-means with Manhattan distance and PAM with Euclidean distance were the most effective
algorithms we tested for clustering synthetic data, as shown in Figure 2.2, and were among
the most successful algorithms for clustering clinical data, as shown in Figure 2.4 and Fig-
ure 2.5. The spatial distribution of our data provides some insight as to why certain clustering
algorithms excelled where others failed. Data were dispersed on a 260-dimensional simplex.
Dense clusters of points were found towards the corners of the first three dimensions of the
simplex representing the three most abundant OTUs: L. iners, L. crispatus and G. vaginalis.
Together these OTUs accounted for 57% of the biota. A large amount of dense noise lay be-
tween these three clusters. See Figure A.1 for a visual representation of the composition of the
777 abundance profiles by the six most abundant OTUs.
For hierarchical clustering methods such as UPGMA and neighbour joining, each step
consists of combining the two clusters which are closest. In densely packed datasets a cluster
becomes closer to other points as it grows, and can continue to grow in a chain (Jain et al.,
1999). This chaining can cause the data to be partitioned into one large cluster as well as
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several small clusters, which may explain the poor results for these algorithms in synthetic
and clinical data. In some cases meaningful clustering can be obtained if small clusters are
discarded, but this requires subjective post-hoc input from the researcher and results in the
loss of potentially valuable data. The use of UPGMA in the literature has resulted in very
small clusters with abundance profile data, some of which were discarded (Zhou et al., 2007).
Likewise, the use of neighbour joining in the literature has resulted in the production of many
small clusters (Hummelen et al., 2010). K-means and PAM do not suffer from this weakness
and are effective at detecting clusters in dense noise (Jain et al., 1999).
Ward’s method and complete linkage clustering are hierarchical algorithms that operate
similarly to UPGMA and neighbour joining, but use a different function to determine which
two clusters are closest. Complete linkage measures the farthest distance between any pair of
points in the clusters, meaning that as clusters grow they can never move closer to external
points. For this reason it does not produce the chaining results described above (Jain et al.,
1999). Ward’s method combines the two clusters that will best explain the spatial variance in
the data, pursuing the same goal as K-means and PAM. This helps explain why these algorithms
did not fail for some data sets but UPGMA and neighbour joining did. Regardless, complete
linkage and Ward’s method did not perform as well as the centroid-based methods on synthetic
data.
There are several known weaknesses of the centroid-based algorithms we studied. K-means
and PAM are poorly suited for detecting close or overlapping clusters (Jain et al., 1999). The
cluster centroids detected in our clinical data tended towards the corners of the simplex on
which the data were distributed, as can be seen in Figure A.1, suggesting non-overlapping
clusters.
Another weakness of K-means and PAM is that their results can vary between runs. These
algorithms lower an objective function with each iteration, but can become caught in local
minima and report suboptimal solutions (Jain et al., 1999). By using 10-15 runs of these
algorithms, each run with different random starting positions for the centroids, we were able
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to produce clustering results superior to those produced by hierarchical methods. For a given
dataset, this took only a few seconds of computational time.
Outliers specifically have been shown to produce clustering results with these local minima,
and this problem is more prevalent for K-means than it is for PAM (Hodge and Austin, 2004).
Outliers are not an issue for abundance profile data because abundance profiles are bounded
and extreme values cannot occur. This fact helps explain why we did not encounter severe
problems with local minima with our centroid-based clustering techniques and why PAM did
not consistently outperform K-means for synthetic data even though the former is often con-
sidered an improvement over the latter (Hodge and Austin, 2004).
A final concern of the K-means and PAM algorithms is their tendency to produce clusters of
the same volume (Xiong et al., 2009). The algorithms assign each point to the closest cluster
centroid, and data points near the threshold of differently sized clusters can be improperly
assigned to the wrong cluster. This is especially problematic for clusters that are close together
or overlapping (Xiong et al., 2009). As mentioned above, the distance between clusters tended
to be large in our data. Naive observation of the data in Figure A.1 seems to indicate that the
majority of the data on the borders between clusters is noise. It is worth noting that clusters
found by K-means and PAM in our clinical data differed in population by up to a factor of 3.
This shows that these centroid-based algorithms are capable of discerning reasonably different
sized clusters in abundance profile data.
Two of the distance metrics tested have properties of special interest. Angular distance met-
rics are invariant under multiplication by a constant, and correlation distance is invariant under
any linear transformation. On a simplex, all elements of a vector sum to one, so such transfor-
mations on data points generally cannot occur. These properties may provide an advantage in
some spaces, but not on a simplex. Overall, cosine distance (an angular metric) and correlation
distance performed poorly and we do not recommend their use in clustering abundance profile
data.
The Manhattan distance is greater than the Euclidean distance for small deviations in mul-
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tiple dimensions. For example, the distance from 〈1, 0, 0〉 to 〈0.8, 0.1, 0.1〉 is 0.245 under the
Euclidean metric and 0.4 under the Manhattan metric. Such differences are common in abun-
dance profiles, which contain a variety of rare OTUs. The tendency of the Manhattan distance
to emphasize these differences may explain why it was superior to Euclidean distance when
clustering synthetic data with K-means and Ward’s method (see Figure 2.1).
Alternatively, some rare OTUs are the result of sequencing errors (Quince et al 2009) and in
the clinical data we tested, the relative standard deviation of rare OTUs was higher than that for
the most common OTUs (see Figure A.2). These points suggest that clustering results which
rely heavily on these rare sequences are prone to error. In the synthetic clusters we produced,
the underlying distributions for these rare strains were different between clusters and identical
within clusters. This does not necessarily reflect the structure of the clinical data and it may
enable the Manhattan distance with some clustering algorithms to artificially discern between
the synthetic clusters we produced.
Abundance profile data generally contains a sizable portion of unidentified sequences. In
the clinical data we used it composed on average 16.9% of each abundance profile (standard
deviation 0.04%, N = 777). It is not clear how this amount should be treated when clustering.
In our research we chose to include this unidentified fraction, treating it as a separate OTU
(dimension). Figure A.3 shows that the clustering result for a dataset does change depending
on whether this unidentified fraction is included. The change was highest for neighbour joining
and generally least with Euclidean distance.
In the clinical data we studied, clusters found by the optimal process differed in population
by a factor of up to 3. Our synthetic data used clusters of equal sizes. Approximately 13 of the
abundance profiles we generated in each dataset were noise. One possible avenue for future
study would be to test algorithms using synthetic data with varying cluster sizes and proportions
of noise. Specifically, we are interested in which algorithms are best at identifying small true
clusters in the presence of noise and large clusters, and which algorithms are most likely to
categorize noise as clusters.
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We would also like to develop synthetic data which better represents the structure of the
clinical data. For example, anecdotal observation of the data suggests a higher density of points
along the edges of the simplex. These high density ‘lines’ between the clusters in the clinical
data may be responsible for chaining or other phenomena that can confound UPGMA, which
could help explain why it failed for the clinical data but not the synthetic data.
Finally, we are interested in how the results of this study apply to studies in the literature
which study human vaginal microbiota by clustering sets of abundance profiles (Ravel et al.,
2010; Hummelen et al., 2010; Martinez et al., 2009, 2008; Zhou et al., 2007, 2010). While the
individual papers have produced a variety of insightful results, they tend to approach clustering
using different algorithms, distance metrics, and optimization techniques. The resulting num-
ber of clusters differs for each paper. A unified approach, applying the same method to each
dataset, might produce results than can be more easily compared and assist in the search for
the core types of human vaginal microbiota.
2.5 Conclusions
We recommend using K-means clustering with Manhattan distance when handling abundance
profile data of vaginal microbiota. This was the best tested processes for accurately clustering
synthetic data and for identifying the correct number of clusters in synthetic data. It was
among the best processes for predicting the BV status and vaginal pH of subjects based on
their abundance profile data. K-means and PAM with Euclidean distance performed similarly
well, and we can recommend the use of either wherever convenient.
Use multiple runs to avoid local minima. We were successful with as few as 10 runs, but
recommend 50 runs as a conservative precaution. Clustering should be carried out for a wide
range of numbers of clusters, and the optimal number of clusters should be determined using
the method of Calinski and Harabasz (1974) as recommended by Abdo et al. (2006). This
can be done easily with many software packages and is computationally fast for large datasets
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(around 1000 abundance profiles).
We recommend against using UPGMA and neighbour joining. Both algorithms failed un-
equivocally on some clinical datasets. Neighbour joining failed on all tests using synthetic data
while UPGMA performed only moderately well with synthetic data.
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Chapter 3
Summary and Future Work
We have recommended a single data analysis technique for the treatment of abundance profile
data for vaginal microbiota. Such data have been gathered in several studies (Zhou et al.,
2007, 2010; Hummelen et al., 2010; Ravel et al., 2010) which have used them to explore
different characteristics of the biota using a variety of methodologies. An obvious avenue
for future research would be to apply our recommended technique to the data generated in
these and other already published studies. Consistent data treatment improves the credibility
of comparisons made between the findings of studies. Combining the data from multiple,
geographically diverse studies could be a key step in establishing the core vaginal microbiota.
We tested our data analysis techniques using an extensive set of real and synthetic datasets.
The K-means clustering algorithm was a top performer for artificial datasets composed of 13
noise data, and real datasets wherein clusters differed in size (population) by a ratio of three.
Nevertheless, generalizations of our methods could help determine under which circumstances
different data analysis techniques are preferable. Testing synthetic datasets with clusters of
varying sizes could be useful in determining which techniques are best for detecting small but
biologically meaningful clusters.
It would be useful to improve the method used to generate noise in our synthetic data. While
synthetic clusters and noise match the approximate distribution of strains in the real data, the
high density ‘lines’ of noise observed on the edge of the simplex in our real data are not well
emulated in our synthetic data. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1, which shows three examples of
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synthetic data compared to real data. Some hierarchical clustering methods such as UPGMA
are sensitive to high density, which may explain why this algorithm failed for real datasets when
it performed moderately well on synthetic datasets. Future studies should identify a method
of emulating this characteristic of real abundance profile data or be mindful of the fact that
synthetic data produced in this way may not robustly test density sensitive clustering methods.
An important next step in improving our ability to analyse the human microbiome would to
be expand the research in this thesis to microbiota elsewhere in the human body. Metagenomic
techniques have been used to produce abundance profiles of microbiota in the stomach (Bik
et al., 2006) and oral cavity (Aas et al., 2005). Analysis of abundance profile datasets for
these biota could determine if the same techniques are effective across the human microbiome.
Synthetic data based on these real data could be used to test data analysis techniques using
methods similar to those in this thesis.
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Figure 3.1: Visual comparison of abundance of three most common strains in one real and three
synthetic datasets. Major differences in synthetic dataset appearance are due to emulation of
different random strains in each instance. Note that the synthetic datasets fail to reproduce the
high-density lines along the simplex edges seen in the real data.
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Appendix A
Supplementary Information
A.1 Supplementary Methods
A.1.1 Hard Cluster Parameters
We produced a set of Hard Cluster Parameters designed to generate clusters with more overlap
to determine which processes were best for less easily clustered datasets. This was achieved
by reducing the amount of the most common OTU in each set of Cluster Parameters. Each
cluster had a single primary OTU associated with it, which was more common than any other
OTU in that cluster. The beta distribution for this primary OTU is defined by a pair of beta
parameters, α and β and the distribution has a mean value of α
α+β
. We reduced the α parameter
of the distribution for the primary OTU to 23 of its original value, thus reducing the mean of the
distribution. This reduced the proportion of biota composed by the primary OTU for synthetic
data points drawn from the Hard Cluster Parameters, which causes clusters to be closer together
and thus harder for clustering algorithms to discern.
A.1.2 Bootstrapping
We used bootstrapping to find a 95% confidence interval for our PE values. The result of
clustering a clinical data set was a set of BV status or pH value labels each paired to a cluster
label. We resampled from this set of paired labels, with replacement. The size of the resampled
data set was equal to the number of data points with relevant pH or BV data in the clustered
clinical data set. Next, the PE was calculated for the resampled data set. The resampling and
calculation was repeated 10,000 times to estimate the 95% confidence interval.
A.1.3 Distribution of Clinical Data
Our clinical data contained 777 abundance profiles each describing the proportion of a sample
composed by 260 OTUs. Three of these OTUs were highly abundant and together composed
over 57% of the biota. Figure A.1 below shows the proportion of the 777 abundance profiles
composed by the six most abundant OTUs.
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Figure A.1: Proportion of biota composed of the six most common OTUs for 777 abundance
profiles. Note that the first three OTUs are dominant while other OTUs compose a much
smaller proportion of the biota. Data points have been separated into three differently col-
ored clusters dominated by the three most common OTUs for visualization using the K-means
technique.
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A.1.4 Relative Standard Deviation for Rare OTUs
We calculated the relative standard deviation (RSD) for each OTU in our clinical data. The
RSD is a measure of the variation in the data relative to the mean, and is calculated as the
standard deviation divided by the mean. This measure indicates how widely the composition
by a given OTU differs between profiles relative to its own size. Figure A.2 below shows that
rare OTUs had a higher RSD than the three most common OTUs.
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Figure A.2: Relative standard deviation (RSD) of each OTU over the 777 abundance profiles.
Note that the RSD for the three most common OTUs, indicated with circles, is below 2. The
RSD for many rare strains is much higher, indicating that they vary between abundance profiles
by a large amount proportional to their own average magnitude. Not displayed are three outliers
of the RSD values for three rare OTUs.
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A.1.5 Removal of unidentified sequence reads
Unidentified sequence reads can be removed from the data or treated as their own OTU (di-
mension) before applying clustering. The result can differ as shown below on Figure A.3.
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Figure A.3: The proportion of entropy in clustering results with unidentified sequence reads
explained by those without. Each process was applied to the pooled clinical data with and
without unidentified sequence data and produced from 2 to 9 clusters for each case. A PE
of 1 indicates that the clustering results were identical for each case. A lower PE indicates a
greater difference in the two clustering results. Lines are solid for Euclidean distance, dotted
for cosine distance, dashed for correlation distance, and dot-dashed for Manhattan distance.
Lines are blue for K-means, green for PAM, purple for Ward’s method, red for UPGMA, black
for complete linkage, and cyan for neighbour joining.
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A.2 Supplementary Figures
A.2.1 PE by distance metric and algorithm for synthetic datasets of 200,
50 and 20 profiles
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Figure A.4: Performance of each process on synthetic datasets of 200 compositional profiles
with 2 to 9 true clusters. The PE is plotted against the number of synthetic clusters in the data
set. Lines are solid for Euclidean distance, dotted for cosine distance, dashed for correlation
distance, and dot-dashed for Manhattan distance. Lines are blue for K-means, green for PAM,
purple for Ward’s method, red for UPGMA, black for complete linkage, and cyan for neighbour
joining. Error bars show one standard error of the mean and are staggered on the x-axis for
visibility. Error bars for neighbour joining are indiscernibly small.
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Figure A.5: As Figure A.4, but for synthetic datasets of 50 compositional profiles.
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Figure A.6: As Figure A.4, but for synthetic datasets of 20 compositional profiles.
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A.2.2 PE by distance metric and algorithm for synthetic datasets of 500,
200, 50 and 20 profiles created with Hard Cluster Parameters
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Figure A.7: Performance of each process on synthetic datasets of 500 compositional profiles
with 2 to 9 true clusters which were produced using Hard Cluster Parameters. The PE is plotted
against the number of synthetic clusters in the data set. Error bars for neighbour joining are
indiscernibly small. Line styles and colors are as in Figure A.4.
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Figure A.8: As Figure A.7, but for synthetic datasets of 200 compositional profiles.
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Figure A.9: As Figure A.7, but for synthetic datasets of 50 compositional profiles.
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Figure A.10: As Figure A.7, but for synthetic datasets of 20 compositional profiles.
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Figure A.11: Performance of each clustering algorithm using its best distance metric on syn-
thetic datasets of 500 compositional profiles with 2 to 9 true clusters which were produced
using Hard Cluster Parameters. The PE is plotted against the number of synthetic clusters in
the data set. PE Values for neighbour joining at 3 to 9 clusters are below 0.6. Line styles and
colors are as in Figure A.4.
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A.2.3 PE by distance metric and algorithm for synthetic datasets of 500
profiles created with Cluster Parameters based on complete link-
age clustering.
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Figure A.12: Performance of each clustering algorithm using Euclidean distance on synthetic
datasets of 500 compositional profiles with 2 to 9 true clusters which were produced Cluster
Parameters based on complete linkage clustering. The PE is plotted against the number of
synthetic clusters in the data set. PE Values for neighbour joining at 3 to 9 clusters are below
0.7. Line styles and colors are as in Figure A.4.
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A.2.4 Proportion finding correct number of clusters by distance metric
and algorithm for synthetic datasets of 500 profiles.
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Figure A.13: Performance of each clustering algorithm by distance metric on synthetic datasets
of 500 compositional profiles with 2 to 9 true clusters. Each clustering algorithm was applied
to 500 synthetic datasets and gave from 2 to 12 clusters. The optimal number of clusters was
found for each trial using the technique of Calinski and Harabasz. The proportion of trials
identifying the correct number of clusters is plotted against the number of synthetic clusters in
the data set. Line styles and colors are as in Figure A.4.
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A.2.5 PE by distance metric and algorithm for BV status from pooled
and unpooled data in 5 clinical trials.
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Figure A.14: Performance of each clustering algorithm by distance metric on pooled data from
five clinical studies with 2 to 9 clusters. The PE of the subject’s BV status is plotted against
the number of a priori clusters the algorithm was asked to find. Line styles and colors are as in
Figure A.4.
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Figure A.15: As Figure A.14, but for clinical data from the Tanzania HIV study.
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Figure A.16: As Figure A.14, but for clinical data from the Brazil BV study.
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Figure A.17: As Figure A.14, but for clinical data from the Canadian post-menopause study.
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Figure A.18: As Figure A.14, but for clinical data from the Canadian preterm labour study.
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Figure A.19: As Figure A.14, but for clinical data from the Canadian toxin shock study.
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A.2.6 PE by distance metric and algorithm for vaginal pH value from
pooled and unpooled data in 2 clinical trials.
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Figure A.20: Performance of each clustering algorithm with by distance metric on pooled data
from two clinical studies with 2 to 9 clusters. The PE of the subject’s vaginal pH level is plotted
against the number of a priori clusters the algorithm was asked to find. Line styles and colors
are as in Figure A.4.
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Figure A.21: As Figure A.20, but for clinical data from the Tanzania HIV study.
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Figure A.22: As Figure A.20, but for clinical data from the Canadian post-menopause study.
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A.2.7 Synthetic Data
We found that the single peaked beta distributions which had a Gaussian-like shape emulated
common OTUs well, as was the case in Figure 1.3. They emulated rare OTUs like that in
Figure 1.2 well when they took on an exponential-like shape with a maximum at 0. For OTUs
which had frequency distributions with two peaks, a double peaked beta distribution was effec-
tive as shown in Figure 1.4.
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